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1 2 3 4 5

Facilitator(s) were 
knowledgeable.

Content was 
organized/appropriate.

My overall 
assessment of the 
workshop/session is:

Participant's report for posting to the NASA Website: 
This should focus on providing an overview of: Who; What; Where; When; Why; and How this 
relates to NASA/NAIT
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	Participant Name_e8jjhNJB*jufIT2hbHxNjg: Monique Witschen
	Conference/Session Title_zo1R9gfGlKtrS3IvQ3gVKQ: ACIFA 2019 Conference
	Conference/Session Supplier_-1E4CClzt**W5RKKX4XDiw: 
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	My overall assessment of the w_RDiERmSplj5mNq9iYtToMQ: 3
	Participant_s report for posti_oPJzpUQxd2aj82hbol0Dfg: I am a new instructor at NAIT in the Respiratory Therapy department.  I really enjoyed the ACIFA conference and I learned so much!   It was a great opportunity to network and meet people from other disciplines and institutes. Everyone seemed to have such a great wealth of knowledge and were all willing to share knowledge, give advice and offer encouragement. I have learned new ways to share and present my ideas that I will definitely be able to implement in my classroom.  Highlights:Lizard Brain and the SCARF Model.  I had never heard of the term Lizard Brain before attending this session but I have recognized this response in my students.  It was helpful to learn that this stress response and learning hurdle had a name.  Being able to identify and label Lizard Brain will allow me to help my students.  Applying the SCARF (status, certainty, autonomy, relatedness, fairness) model in my classroom can be used to eliminate or improve the chance of my students experiencing Lizard brain. Explore the flipped approach. Dong Ye, from NAIT, shared some of her initial experiences using the flipped classroom approach.  It was encouraging to hear that she had some of the same reservations and skepticisms that I have also had to using this approach but that in the end it was generally positive for the students.  I learned that the students might not buy into this concept on the first try but with perseverance, planning and some peer pressure from their classmates this strategy can be very effective.  I learned that being able to teach something is the highest level of learning.  The discussion with the group during this session really helped me think about how I might be able to apply this in my classroom.Getting students thinking about thinking: Metacognition.  In this session I learned that metacognition isn't just thinking about thinking but also involves how we control (plan) and monitor (reflect) our learning.  I will be able to use this concept in the classroom by helping my students identify what knowledge they need, why they need it and how best to apply it.  One of the tools I plan on using in my classroom is Clear Reflections which involves using more specific guidelines for reflection.  It involves reflecting using a checklist broken down into planning, evaluation and monitoring of a specific task. Engage Students, Create Context and Build Continuity. In this session we shared some ideas on how we could use case studies as a method of teaching and learning.  I really like the idea the facilitator shared about following a patient and their family through different disease processes and creating a story as you go.  The story helps the students remember the details.The IDEAL: Instructional Design to Engage Adult Learners. I really enjoyed this session because it introduced several different strategies to keep adult learners engaged.  We talked about the learning pyramid and emphasized that learning retention is best, 90%, when we use active learning such as saying and doing.  Reading alone is only 10% retention.  The facilitator highlighted 20 different strategies to engage the adult learner.   There are seven general categories that we can use as tools: drawing and visuals, problems/debates, summarizing and note making, graphic organizers, compare/contrast, collaborative learning, and games. The take home message I got from the presentation was that we all learn, think and teach differently therefore it is important to use different strategies to keep learners engaged and not just use one or two.   I really appreciated the opportunity to improve my practice as a new instructor.  These types of conferences are invaluable and I hope to attend more in the future. 


